Origin of intrinsic 3(10)-helix versus strand stability in homopolypeptides and its implications for the accuracy of the Amber force field.
Current all-atom force fields often fail to recognize the native structure of a protein as the lowest free energy minimum. One possible cause could be the mathematical form of the potential based on the assumption that the conformation of a residue is independent of its neighbors. Here, using quantum mechanical (QM) methods (MP2/6-31g**//HF/6-31g** and MP2/cc-pVDZ//cc-pVDZ//HF/cc-pVDZ), the intrinsic correctness of the gas phase terms (without solvation) of the Amber ff03 and ff99 potentials are examined by testing their ability to reproduce the relative 3(10)-helix versus extended structure stabilities in the gas phase for 1-7-residue alanine, valine, leucine, and isoleucine homopolypeptides. The 3(10)-helix versus extended state stability strongly depends on chain length and less on the amino acid identity. The helical conformation becomes lower in energy than the extended conformation for all tested peptides longer than two residues, and its stability increases with the increase of chain length. The ff03 potential better describes the 3(10)-helix versus extended state energy than ff99 and also reproduces the curvature of the relative helix-extended state energies. Therefore, the mathematical form of the Amber potential is sufficient to describe the local effect of 3(10)-helix versus extended structure stabilization in the gas phase. However, the energy curves are shifted and the backbone geometries differ compared with the QM results. This may cause significant geometric discrepancies between native and predicted structures. Therefore, extant molecular mechanics force fields, such as Amber, need refinement of their parameters to correctly describe helix-extended state energetics and geometry of major conformations.